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Take-home test

Waking the beast
Nick Testa is the NightBeast
with an album sold only at
Hot Topic store8:- SEE VARIID,A9

Women's Soccer set to go against
ranked teams at home -SEESPORTS,A7 I

.

UCF groups remember 9/11 victims

Travel

Republicans, democrats unite

.. .

,

JEFFREY RILEY
Online News Editor

Despite being in a politically vicious election year, the
College Democrats and College Republicans put aside
their differences and each
worked on memorial events
for the seven-year anniversary
of the Sept. llterropst attacks.
At noon Thursday; q small
rally was held on the concrete
stage outside of the Student

?

•

ONLINE COVERAGE~

Union. · Flags and bauners
were flown from a tent as
members of the two organizations listened to people share
their memories of the event.
'We felt that it was important to make sure that it was
remembered and remembered appropriately," said
Justin York, president of the
College Republicans, as he
spoke to passing students.
York gave a speech
expressing the feelings he has

9/11 in photos
For more photo galleries of the
commemoration of Sept. 11, visit:
www.UCFNews.com

about America
"I think it's also important
to never forget that we live in
a ·great country," York said.
'We live in a country that is
blessed with prosperity, with
peace, with unparalleled talPLEASE SEE

VIGIL ON A6

JOHANNA STEWART / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Members of College Republicans and Conservative Knights rally outside the Student.Union.
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CAPITALISM
ATITS .

SEXIEST
•

ASacramento State graduate plans to
se!I her virginity off through an online
auction.The 22-year-old, who said she is
using the psuedonym Natalie Dylan for
safety reasons, was interviewed on the
Howard Stem show.She said on the •
show that since the U.S. is a capitalist
society,"Why shouldn't Ibe allowed to
capitalize on my Vi[ginity?''
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Breaking
L) newson
_ _ your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword ·
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

NEXT COLLECTIVEBARGAINING SESSION
TODAY IN MILLICAN
The next collective bargaining session
between the UCF Board ofTrustees
and the United Faculty of Florida will
take place today from 1 p.m.-3:30
p.m. in Room 243 of Millican Hall.

LOCAL & STATE,A2

PROSECUTOR SAYS
TEEN KILLED FRIEND TO
BECOME SERIAL KILLER
Aprosecuter says Michael Hernandez
killed a friend in a middle school
bathroom as part of a plan to become
a serial killer. Miami-Dade Assistant
State Attorney Carin Kahgan-made
that charge Thursday in opening
statements at the trial in Orlando.
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Progressive organizations
get active at Memory Mall
JONATHAN HOHENSEE
Staff Writer
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Cusick praises activism at UCF
CAITLIN SMITH
Contributing Writer

orf:J~!f=.~"~~~~ -

in which members

Student. Union Room 218AB was standing room
only Wednesday; as more than 400 UCF students
attended a National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana
Laws- - - - - · - - - - - sponsored speech deliverea. by Richard Cusick,
the associate publisher of
High Times magazine.
Cusick complimented
UCF's
chapter
of
NORML.
"People at High Tunes
know about this place,
this chapter, because of
your activism," Cusick
said "You are the generation that is going to legalize marijuana, and I know
'II
this because rm standing
- RICHARD CUSICK
alongside the gold stanASSOCIATE PUBLISHER
dard of activism in the
OF HIGH TIMES
United States."
UCF freshman Bren- - - - - - - - - - ton Rees sat patiently on the floor before Cusick's
speech began.
"fm very interested in what he is going to say, just
because of who he is;' Rees said "I am not yet a member ofNORML, but'! think after tonight, I'd like to be."

"I learned how

to smoke,
sitting in a very
small room·at a
comedy club
watching
George Carlin."
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NATION & WORLD, A4

An insurgent attack on a compound in
eastern Afghanistan killed a U.S.
soldier, bringing the year's death toll to
112 and making 2008 the deadliest
year for American forces in
Afghanistan since the 2001 invasion.

·High Times associate publisher

Radical Rush, an event held every semester by
the Progressive Council, started Sunday and ends
today at UCF's Memory Mall.
.
An umbrella organization for left-leaning political organizations on campus, the Progressive
Council acts as a political alternative to the campus' Greek Rush Week. Radical Rush organizers
attempt to boost membership of prog_ressive
clubs, promote activism for various, causes and
provide furi events for both new and old members
of UCF's Progressive Council clubs.
"It brings an alternative and a place for new students to come in who maybe don't fit in with
Greek life or some of the other clubs," said Terri
Baldwin, an education major and chair of Campus
Peace Action. "It gives them an opportunity to see
what all our clubs have offered."
"The hi.ovement needs movement," Baldwin
said; "and we're kind <:>f stagnate, so we're hoping
maybe to Jump-start the movement a little bit with
some of the on-campus stuff."
O~tions underneath the Progressive
Co~d umbrella include Students for a Democratic S ~ Campus Freethought Alliance, Body
o f ~ ~ t s Campaigners and CodePink.
A ~wcomef to Radical Rush is Femnomina, a
~~ fEtt#iiisf ~llective." Radical Rush was
~~,ll.,ytbeProgtess.LVe Council organization
-Oampµs. Pea~
an ()rganization dedicated
tef p:rotti()W)g
Tb.f: cen~ ,;,f:Radical Rush week is Tent
~lg; a ,st-c»\iP.~t~i:s:iset\tp at the'middle ofMem-

ti

INSURGENT ATTACK
MAKES 2008 DEADLIEST
YEAR FOR U.S. TROOPS

PHOTOS BY SARAH ROGERS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tents and tables are set up-on the Memory MaJI for this year's Radical Rush, a collection of progressive and activist groups at UCF.

UCF-student Julie Sackett paints a promotional sign
for Radical Rush. Radical Rush is a weeklong event
hosted by the progressive groups on UCF's campus.

PLEASE SEE HIS ON A3

Loser contestants stand -Out Slain student's
parents to file suit
•MELISSA CHADBOURNE
Staff Writer

Emotional support, goal
setting and acceptance of
self-worth are the key:s to a
healthy lifestyle, according to
last season's contestants on
The Biggest Loser.
Brittany Aberle
and
Bernie Salazar spoke Tuesday at Stand Up! Stand Out!,
presented by Kappa Delta,
Zeta Tau Alpha and Kappa
Alpha Theta
Aberle struggled with her

TARAYOUNG
News Editor

MELISSA CHADBOURNE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

PLEASE SEE

ABERLE ON A5

Brittany Aberle and Bernie Salazar, contestants from last season's Biggest Loser, speak
to UCF students about healthy living and weight management Tuesday in the Union.·

. Chuck and Janice Ruschak,
parents of Michael Ruschak, a
murdered UCF student, have
announced that they plan to
file a civil lawsuit against the
Seminole County SherifPs
Office.
The notice of claim, filed by
Carolyn Salzmann, an attorney
with Morgan and Morgan,
states, "It is the position of the

Claim.ants that had the Seminole County SherifPs Office
properly discharged their
duties the murder of Michael
G. Ruschak would have been
avoided In particular, the
Seminole County SherifPs
.Office failed to take any action
to prevent this accident despite
being asJ<ed for assistance and
protection by the deceas~d,
PLEASE SEE VICTIMS ON A3
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Collective bargaining session today
The next collective bargaining session between the UCF
Board of'Ihlstees and the United Faculty of Florida will take
place today from 1 p.m.-3:30
p.m. in Room 243 of Millican
Hall
Contact Sherry Andrews at
407-823-1550 or e-mail her at
sandrews@mail.ucf.edu for
more information

September 12, 2008
Vol 40, Issue 76 • 12 Pages
The Cmrm/ Florida Future is the independent studentwritten n~per at the Unilffiity of Central Ronda.
Opinions in the Future are those of the indi\'idual
• columnist and not necessarily those of the edrtorial staff
ortheUniversityi!dministration. All content Is property of
the (entru/Fl«idofutureand may not be reprinted in pan
or in whole without permission from the publisher.

NEWSRQQM -··

Come out to Woman's
Prayer Band and Men of Valour's "Grubbin on the Green"
tomorrow from 11 am.-3 p.m. at
Memory Mall
There will be free food,
games and a chance to make
new friends.

407-447-4558 ·;
Editor-in-Chief
Padrick Brewer x213
editor@(entm/FloridaFuture.com

News Editor
Tara Young x213
News.CFF@gmailcom

Mr. and Miss UCF auditions today

Online News Editor

Mr. and Miss UCF auditions
take place today in the Student
Union in Room 224 from 6
p.m.-8p.m.
Come ready t() preform a
talent and sit through a short
interview.
The winner takes part in
events including Homecoming
and other events around Orlando.
/

•

Jeffrey Riley x213 ..

RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Online.CFF@gmailcom

Summer Rayne Oakes, environmental expert and board adviser for the Discovery Channel's Planet_ Green eco-lifestyle network, spoke at a public forum Tuesday at the Union.

Opinions Editors·
Nathan Christopher and
Jessica Saggio x213

KICKING CLIMATE

Opinions.CFF@gmailcom

Brian Murphy x215
Sports.CFF@gmailrom

Variety Editor
Whitney Hamrickx214
Variety.CFF@gmailcom

Deb;a
Pascali-Bonaro
brings
the
documentary
Orgasmic Birth to viewers
Sunday at 8:30 p.m. in Health
and Public Affairs in Room 119.
The film is presented in
cooperation
with
UCF
Women's Studies and the
Florida ·school of Holistic
Medicine, and it intersperses
expert commentary with stunning mm:qents of women in
the ecstatic release of childbirth.
Contact Anjella Warnshuis
at 407-823-6502 or e-mail
womehst@mail.ucf.edu for
more information.

Photo Editor
Sarah Rogers
Phoro.CFF@<Jmailcom

Staff Writers
Ryan Bass, William Goss, Jillian Krotki,
Shahdai Richardson, Kelda Senior,
Robyn Sidersky, Kari Wilberg, William Pell'}'
Melissa Chadbourne, Jonathan Hohensee,
Allen Levin, Ashley lnguanta

Planet Green host tells students
to defy 'Generation Q' label

Staff Photographers
Max Behnnan, Reema Desai,
Crystal Paoloemilio, Corey Maynard,
Sarah Roge,rs, Gregory Territo

MARY KATE DANIELS
Contributing Writer

The name Summer Rayne Oakes
befits someone with a passion for
nature - and it certainly does. Oakes,
the host, environmental expert and
board adviser to the Discovery Channel's Planet Green network, gave a
presentation Tuesday evening urging
students to take action in pursuing
solutions to climate chapge.
The presentation titled "We Can
· Kick Climate Change, One Step at a
-r Time: An Expanding Role for .Youth"
Keep local with headlines
was in keeping with UCF's Unifying\ you,may have missed
Theme of "The Environment and
Global
Climate Change." Oakes, a
Prosecuter says South Florida teen
model
and
author of the q.pcoming
killed frierld to become seriel killer
book Style, Naturally: The Global
ORLANDO - A prosecutor
Guide to Sustainable Fashion and
says South Florida teen
Beauty, went beyond the familiar
Michael Hernandez killed a
cliche of turning off the water while
friend in a middle school bathbrushing
and recycling cans in her
room as part of a plan to
call
to
.action.
become a serial killer.
Oakes, who graduated from CorMiami-Dade Assistant State
nell University with , a degree in
Attorney Carin Kahgan made
entomology and environmental
that charge Thursday during'
science, said she chose her own path
opening statements at Hernanand made her own career, rather than
dez's murder trial in Orlando. It
focusing
on just one aspect of enviwas moved out of South Florida
ronmentalism. "You don't have to
because of extensive pretrial
[concentrate on just one thing,]" she
publicity.
•
'r
said. "Do it all."
Kahgan says/-Hernandez
Oakes opened her presentation,
methodically plotted to kill
which nearly filled the Pegasus BallJaime Gough. Bo¢ were eighth
room, by quoting The New York
graders at the time. Hernandez
Times
journalist
Thomas
L.
is now 18.
Friedman. He called the current colDefense attorney Richard
lege generation "Generation Q," as in
Rosenbaum argued that Her"quiet," and said this is a generation
nandez is mentally . ill. He
that is "quietly _pursuing their idealadded that evidence will show
ism, at home and abroad.
"this is a classic case of insani"That makes me downright livid,"
ty."
Oakes
says. "How dare he define or
If convicted, Hernandez
confine our generation ... and suggest
faces up to life in prison. He
that even for one second that we are
and his lawyers have turned
quiet, that we are static and that we
down plea deals • offering 40
are
silent."
years in prison.
She spent the rest of her discussion
pointing out ways to be the change
Officials dose part of highway
you want to see happen, rather than
because of storm surge flooding
just talking about it.
OKALOOSA ISLAND Oakes tried to motivate students to
Officials closed one section of a
take direct action ·in the fight againstmajor Panhandle highway this
climate change. She encouraged stu- ·
morning after storm surge
dents to participate in Power Shift, a
from Hurricane Ike flooded the
four day conference in Washington
road
D.C. that urges politicians to make cliU.S. Highway 98 runs east
mate-friendly changes, such as emisfrom Pensacola along the Gulf
sions reductions, and the creation of
of Mexico to Taylor County,
more 'green jobs. Oakes said green
southeast of Tallahassee.
jobs are jobs that "can't be outsourced
Gulf waters began washing
and help build clean energy."
over U.S. 98 on Okaloosa Island
Power Shift 2009 will take place
between Fort Walton Beach
from Feb. 27 to M_arch 2. Oakes urged
students to not only take part in the
PLEASE SEE LOCAL ON A4
conference, but also in opportunities
to learn leadership in political and
lobbying fields.
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CORRECTION

pher.
We at the Future strive to provide the most factual news as we
possibly can. If you find an error,
please write a letter to the editor
and let us know.

j,

Sports Editor

Orgasmic Birth to be shown Sunday

In the Sept. 10 article ''UCF's
Golden Boys," the photograph
credit for the Atari Bigby photo
was incorrectly attributed to the
Central Florida Future.
The photograph was taken by
an Associated Press photogra-
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Summer Rayne Oakes speaks in the Student Union on Tuesday in a forum titled, 'We can Kick Oimate Change, One
Step at a Time: An Expanding Role for Youth:The presentation was part of UCF's environmental unifying theme.
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Low:70°

.General Manager
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Oakes also suggested taking saying, "Don't ask what the wodd
political action by checking up on needs, ask what makes you come alive
local senators and political figures. and go do it, because what the world
She suggested the League of Conser- needs is people who have come alive."
. vation Voters's Web site at
. http://www.lvc.org, where students
Audience members had varied
can see comparative charts of local opinions on the subject.
Rachael Sultzman, an environmenleaders as well as.national politicians.
Oakes summed up her call to . tal studies major, said she believes cliaction by saying, "We need to put mate change "is just a natural process
ourselves outside our comfort zone, the Earth goes·through."
and make a concerted effort to engage
Mohammed Alghamdi, an internapeople who may not look like us, who tional graduate student, said he did
may not think like us, who may not act not have "any real opinions on climate
like us because we might actually . change," but was hoping to gain somelearn something."
thing from the presentation.
Oaks also mentioned the Planet
"It's a complex issue that we need
Green network, which features shows to resolve within the next couple of
about eco-friendly topics. Also men- decades," senior history major
tioned was TreeHugger, an eco- Stephen Ford said. "The direct causes
friendly Web site recently bought by and direct outpourings of it have yet
Discovery Channel that offers green to be seen. It should be interesting.
news, tips and merchandise.
We should do everything we can to
Oakes also spoke directly to people get things back on track."
who are skeptical of climate change.
Oakes reiterated throughout the
"Find what you and that person presentation that the world is relying
have in common and build on that," on_its youth to get up and make their
she said. '"People who don't believe in own change.
global warming or green jobs still
"The greatest natural resource,"
want clean water, and want better and Oakes said, "is the energy and passion
steady jobs."
and life that is in each and every one
Oakes offered a lot of•information ofus."
·
to students as far as pursuing pasAnd as she answered in the Q&A
sions. She quoted theologian and civil that followed, yes, that is her real
rights activist Howard Thurman by name.

I
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Trishal@KnightNewspapers.com

TODAY IN DETAIL

Saturday

Today: A30-percent chance of showers. East wind at 13 mph and a maximum humidity of 68 percent.
Tonight: Isolated thunderstorms
with a 30-percent chance of rain and
east wind at 11 mph.

SUNNY

Sunday

High:90°
Low:75°

High: 90°
ISOLATED T-STORMS Low: 76°
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LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or_ an e-mail to editor@centralflondafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
':'7ednesday for the Friday edition
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Free food at'Grubbin on the Green'
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SDS holds music.,based protest at Millican Hall
•

.

FROM A1

of Progressive Council camp out.
People of the general public are
invited to join the camping.
"The whole idea behind Tent
City is just to really build a community, play some music and find
things that we really share as common ground," Stephanie Donelan
from Campus Peace Action said.
"I hope that we can engage a lot
of the UCF community to come talk
to us," Donelan said. "Maybe find
some stuff that they are interested.
in and have a good time."
The Tent City idea has been
done several times in the past by the
UCF progressi-tre commt1nity,
including a set up in 2007 to promote awareness for the genocide in
Darfur..
Radical Rush was kicked off Sunday with a concert featuring local

-- -

bands including the Fling, Op·en
Windows and BWFT. During the
week, live music acts performed in
front of the tents set up at Memory
Mall from 7 p.m.-10 p.m.
On Tuesday, Students for a
Democratic Society held a Funk the
War March, an anti-war rally similar to the Funk the War and Funk
the I-95 protests held in Washington, D.C.
"Funk the War is a specific type
of protest where we try to have it be
more welcoming to people who are
not necessarily so interested in
protests," said Austin Smith, a
member of Students for a Democratic Society. "It is a lot more music·based. It's supposed to be a lot more
fun, but at the same time, it has a
message where we talk about how
on our very campus itself we're
connected to the War on Iraq, we're
connected to the War on Terror."
The almost 20 participants of the

KENSIE
Arti try-print dress: $88.

FROM A1

..

"I think it's kind of impolite to
say that our university president,
John Hitt, is a war profiteer," said
Jmstin York, protest witness and
Chairman of UCF's College Republicans. "I just think that is a little
inappropriate."
On Wednesday, UCF's NORML
chapter - an organization that
wants to' reform marijuana laws hosted speaker Rick Cusick, the
Associate Publisher of High Times.
On Thursday, the seventh
anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks
on the World Trade Center buildings, Campus Peace Action showed
the film Atomic Cafe - a 1982 documentary about the Cold War era
- on Memory Mall.
''We're going to try and play it a
little more low-key, not be quite as
controversial," Baldwin s~d.
Closing off the week today, will
be a drum circle at UCF Memory
Mall starting at 9 p.m.
·

- --------

His speech inspires
, ;

"books, not bombs," ''Who's school?
Our school," and "bring an end to
, mad sheeple disease."
The march ended in the lobby of
UCF President John Hitt's office.
Hitt was not present during the
protest. A member of the office
staff urged the protesters, who
where dancing and playing a boombox, to quiet down, but the prqtestei:s did not comply.
The office staff member then
picked up the phone to contact the
campus police, which persuaded
the members of SDS to leave the
JOHANNA STEWART/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
offices.
CodePink holds a meeting outside the Student Union
"The office didn't like it too
Thursday after thefr'Freeze...ln' event for Radical Rush.
much in there," said Stephen Mikan,
Radical Rush was held on Memory Mall.
a Valenica student who participated
march started at UCF's Memory in .t he march. "They told us we were
Mall and went through the Student not allowed to sing or play our
Union, leading up to Millican Hall.
music; so eventually they were callDuring the march, the protesters ing for security because we weren't
played music through a boombox complying. But that was what
while shouting slogans such as protests is all about."

Cusick said that his :first
experience with marijuana
was, "just like a scene taken
out of That 70's Show."
''I thought about it for an
entire yeqr before I tried marijuana for the first time. I
must've been either 16 or 17
years old," ·cusick said. "I
SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
learned how to smoke sitting
. ,Rick Cusick, publisher of High Times
in a very small room at a · magazine, spoke to more than 400
comedy club watching stqdents at the KeyWest ballroom. .
George Carlin. Ironically, the
place didn't have a liquor Hugh Hefner's Playboy maglicense but allowed you to azine, except that rather than
smoke weed. Little did I catering to just men, it
know that not only was that catered to consumers of
the funniest thing I've ever recreational drugs. Each issue
seen, but it would the funni- has a centerfold photo, not of
est thing that rd ever see. '!
a nude woman, but typically
Cusick went on to speak of a choice grade of cannabis
about his experiences during plant. Forcade would later
the past 11 years with High found NORML before comTimes, including one about mitting suicide in 1978.
how George Carlin got him
Cusick's speech was folhis first job with the maga- lowed by a standing ovation.
_zine.
"I thought his speech great
I:Ie wrote a question-and- and really empowering,"
answer interview with Carlin UCF sophomore Lindsay
and, submitted it to High Martin, said "He was a great
Times, and it made the cover. motivational speaker and
· Cusick accidentally sent a very informed"
copy of his resume and his
Junior Jennifer· Reed
High Times cover of Carlin to echoed her sentiments.
High Tunes when he was try''He enlightened me, and I
gained
ing to land a job in advertising definitely
after the birth of his first knowledge," Reed said. "He
child. He got the job. '
kept me listerung the entire
The magazine was found- time; his speech beat my
ed in 1974 by ·Thomas King expectations. I look forward
Forcade. High Times was · to becoming an active memoriginally modeled after ber ofNQRML."

..

Victin1s asked for help
FROM A1

Michael G. Ruschak. The
Seminole' County Sheriff's
Office opted to do nothing.to
protect Michael G. Ruschak
despite being presented with
clear, definite evidence that
an attack by Andrew Allred
was imminent.
"Such failure to act is in
derogation of the duty owed
by the Seminole County
Sheriffs Office to protect the
citizens of Seminole County."
The Seminole County
Sheriffs Office released a
statement on behalf of Seminole County Sheriff Donald
Eslinger.
"The deaths of Tiffany
Barwick
and
Michael
Ruschak are a terrible loss for
their families and the community as a whole. The person who senselessly took
their lives has unconditionally confessed his guilt in open
court, and will soon face justice for his._ crimes. The
response by the Seminole
County Sheriffs Office in this
case was not the cause of the
deaths of Tiffany and
Michael
"The Seminole County
Sheriffs Office managed this
case professionally and within the scope of the law. Our
hearts go out to all who have
been hurt by this selfish act
and it is our hope that the
healing process can now
begin for the family and
friends of Tiffany and
Michael"
Ruschak, 22, a pending
management information
systems major at UCF, and
Tiffany Barwick, 19, a Seminole Community College student, were murdered by Barwick's ex-boyfriend Andrew
Allred, 21, on Sept. 24 in an
Oviedo home oru_,Shady Oak

Lane. Deputies found their
bodies around 10:30 p.m.,
when they responded to a call
off of Shady Oak Lane.
Allred rammed his truck
into Barwiclc's vehicle and
when he couldn't get in the
front door, he shot out the
glass door in the back of the
house. Once inside, he shot
Ruschak four times and shot
Barwick, who was hiding in
the bathroom, seven times.
Eric Roberts, a UCF alumnus
who survived the shooting,
was shot in the right leg.
Seminole County deputies
later arrested Allred at his
home on Oklahoma Street,
three miles from the crime
scene.
Both Ruschak and Barwick met with Seminole
County Sheriffs Office
deputies Sept. 24, asking
them for help because Allred
was threatening their lives.
Allred hacked into Barwick's
bank account and also sent
death threats to Ruschak.
Barwick also received a picture of her covered in bullet
holes.
.
However, the Sheriffs
Office declined to arrest
Allred on that basis and
instead told them to get an
injunction against Allred
''I explained to Ms. Barwick that [Allred's] actions
did not meet the necessary
elements for a charge of
assault, due to his statements
not conveying an imminent
threat, and as such, I could
not arrest him for making
these threats," an arrest
report states.
Now; almost a year later,
Ruschak's parents have filed a
notice of claim with SCSO.
The claim does not specify
how much money the parents are lookil}g for, but it is
for at least $15, 0.
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NATION & WORID
Keep current with headlines from around the globe

Al.

and Destin early this morning, and officials closed all
four lanes across the island at
about 9 a.m. Traffic has
backed up on both sides of
the island as motorists are
rerouted north to Interstate
10.
National Weather Service
meteorologist Kirk Caseres
says the road will likely
remain closed for days. He
says Ike's winds will bring in
high waves across the Panhandle through Saturday.

Magic forward Pat Garrity retires

after nine season in Orlando
ORLANDO - Orlando
Magic forward Pat Garrity is
retiring from the NBA
Garrity played 10 pro seasons - nine with the Magic
- after spending his rookie
year with the Phoenix Suns.
He appeared in 5l3 games for
Orlando, second most in
franchise history.

Judge orders inmates back to jail
to change in less baggy pants
·TAMPA A Florida
judge tired of seeing inmates'
underwear because ·of sagging orange pants decided to
take action this week.
·Circuit Judge Daniel Perry
delayed court for an hour and
a half Wednesday, as he
ordered the 61 inmates on his
docket back to jail so that a
handful of them could
change into better-fitting if not as fashionable - bot- '
toms.
According to a court transcript, Perry said he did not
want to see people "with
their'rear ends hanging out of
their pants." He added:
'We're done."
The Hillsborough County
Sheriff's Office - reminded
deputies of proper sizing
methods for inmates and
some spare pants were also ·
delivered to the courthouse.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in 'the news at
colleges around the country

Oklahoma will lose contact
to train air traffic controllers
OKLAHOMA CITY
The University of Oklahoma
is losing a contract to help
train air traffic controllers at
the Federal Aviation Administration Academy in Qklahoma City.
OU has held the contract
for more than 25 years but the
FAA announced Tuesday it is
awarding Raytheon Co. a 10year contract worth about
$437 million.
The FAA is consolidating
ifs air traffic controller entrylevel training at the academy
with field training done
across the country.
OU has 372 contract
employees in the training
program .and officials say
Raytheon likely will offer
jobs to them.
OU
vice
president
Richard Little says the university will 1:}:y to absorb any
employees who are not
offered jobs.

Louisville investigating doctorate
given to former dean~ associate

I

•
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. ~ The
University of Louisville will
look into whether an associate of a former education
dean was improperly awarded a doctorate.
The
Courier-Journal
reported
University of
Louisville President James
Ramsey appointed a committee Wednesday to investigate how John Deasy qualified for the advanced degree,
even though he apparently
was on campus for only one
semester.
University rules specify a
doctoral candidate must·
study for two years at U of L,
including at last one year of
full-time residency. -~
Deasy gave former education Dean Robert Felner's
research center a. $375,000
contract in 2002.
Felner resigned in June to
take a job in Wisconsin, but
he withdrew from that position after news of a federal
investigation into how he
spent grant money became
public.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HUSSEIN MALLA/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Lebanese army investigators inspect the damaged car ofa senior member of a proSyrian political party Sheik Saleh Aridi who was killed late Wednesday by a bomb.

Recent attack makes 2008

deadliest year for Americans
KABUL, Afghanistan An insurgent attack .on a
compound
in
eastern
Afghanistan killed a U.S. soldier, bringing the year's
death toll to l12 and making
2008 the deadliest for American forces in Afghanistan
since -t he 2001 invasion.
The NATO-led force said
the soldier was killed Thursday in eastern Afghanistan
''when insurgents attacked a
compound." It provided no
other details. A Western military official said the soldier
was American.
Taliban attacks this year
have turned more brazen,
sophisticated and powerful.
Thursday's death brings
to l12 the number of troops
killed this year, surpassing
last year's record death toll
oflll.
_ Some 33,000 U.S. troops
are stationed in Afghanistan,
the highest level since 2001.

Kim Jong II recovering after
stroke tllat lead to brain surgery

The comment Thursday
shoots down speculation
that Olmert would try to
linger in office for months.
The Olmert confidant
says the Israeli leader will
formally resign "immediately following the primary." He
spoke on condition of
anonymity because . the
Israeli "leader has not made
his plans public.

Passengers evacuated from
English Channel, officials say
PARIS - Officials say a
fire broke out in the tunnel
under the English Channel
and caused undersea traffic
to be suspended, but all passengers have been·evacuated safely.
Eurotunnel, the company
that operates the tunnel,
says firefighters quickly
extinguished the blaze. An
official with Eurotunnel's
press service says the fire
broke out 7 miles from the
French side.
The official says 32 peo- ·
ple were aboard a shuttle
train transporting trucks
when the fire broke out, and
all were evacuated safely.
Traffic in the undersea
tunnel has been suspended
and firefighters are examining the site. ·

SEOUL, South Korea North Korea;s Kim Jong Il
had brain surgery after a
stroke last month and could
have partial paralysis on one
side, media reports said
Thursday, after the South
Korean government said the Israeli police believe they found
.
communist leader remained body of missing 4-year-old
JERUSALEM - Israeli
in control of his country.
Foreign doctors, possibly police believe they have
from China and France, per- found the body of a 4-yearformed the operation after old French gir\ whose disapKim, 66, collapsed about pearance has transfixed the
Aug. 15, the newspapers nation.
Police have been searchDong-a Ilbo and JoongAng
Ilbo reported, citing uniden- ing for Rose Pizam for
weeks after arresting her
tified government officials.
Kim's condition has paternal grandfather and
improved, and he is not suf- mother in the case.
The pair are lovers, and
fering from slurred speech, a
disability often associated the grandfather has told
:with a stroke, the reports police he accidentally killed
the girl in a fit of rage and
said
If Kim were incapacitat- threw her body in a suitcase
ed, it could have serious in Tel Aviv's Yarkon River.
Police spokesman Mickimplications for international negotiations on North ey Rosenfeld says divers
Korea's nuclear disarma- found a suitcase on Thursday and discovered bones
ment.
The .talks recently hit a · inside. He says the remains
snag because of a dispute are being taken to a lab for
between North Korea and identification.
The sordid details of the
the U.S. over how to verify
the North's nuclear pro- case have horrified Israel.
grams, and a delay by Wash- Israeli TV channels and
ington in its promised radio stations interrupted
removal of North Korea their programming to go live
from a list of na,tions that with the discovery of the
suitcase.
sponsor terrorism.

Bolivian president calling for

expulsion of U.S. ambassador

Frog thought to be extinct
found in north Australia ·

SYDNEY, Australia - A
tiny frog species thought by
many experts to be extinct
has been rediscovered alive
and well in a remote area of
Australia's tropical north,
researchers said Thursday.
The
1.5
inch-long
Armoured Mistfrog had not
been seen since 1991, and
many experts assumed it
had been wiped out by a
· devastating fungus that
struck northern Queensland
state.
But two months ago, a
doctoral student at James
Cook
University
in
Townsville
conducting
research on another frog
species in Qµeensland stumbled across what appeared
to be several Armoured
Mistfrogs in a creek, said
professor Ross Alford, head
of a research team on threatened frogs at the university.
Conrad
Hoskin,
a
researcher at The Australian
National University in Canberra who has been studying
the evolutionary biology of
Confidant says Israeli leader
north Qµeensland frogs for
will step down for successor
JERUSALEM - A confi- the past 10 years, conducted
dant of Prime Minister Ehud DNA tests on tissue samples
Olmert says the Israeli from the frogs and deterleader will step down mined they were the elusive
"immediately" after his Armoured Mistfrog.
party chooses a successor
tliis month.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

LA PAZ, Bolivia - Bolivian President Evo Morales
is calling for the expulsion of
the U.S. ambassador for
allegedly encouraging antigovernment protesters.
Morales says he has
asked his foreign minister to
send a note to the ambfl.Ssador, Philip Goldberg, asking
that he leave the country.
Bolivia's leftist president
did not offer specific evidence on Wednesday in leveling the accusations.
His i:elations with Goldberg have been chilly ever
since the American arrived
in2006. .
Bolivia has been rocked
for two weeks by increasingly violent protests led by
Morales opponents in the
country's more prosperous ·
eastern lowlands.
The fight is over natural
gas revenues arid Morales'
insistence that fallow farmland be given to landless
Indians.
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Aberle focuses on positive thinking, healthy living
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weight and eating since she
was 7 years old, after the
divorce of her parents. The
torment of her fellow students
and the ridicule she endured
pushed her to food for comfort. Without admitting there
was a problem, her weight
only continued to grow.
"No one was going to help
me fight the physical and emotional battle," Aberle said, "if I
didn't recognize it mysel£"
Her weight grew even
more when she was working
at Starbucks and munching
broken pastries while drinking
Frappuccinos too frequently.
"Before I knew it, I was
over 200 pounds," Aberle said.
Eventually, she resorted to
finding diet pills left over in
drawers and eating once a day,
to the point where she experienced tremors.

When Aberle first heard of made it to the final stage.
the NBC show, she thought the
Aberle made it; her cousin
show title was horrible. How did not.
mean could they be to call
Aberle was paired up with
Salazar, and they were treated
their contestants big losers?
There was also an aspect of as the 10th mystery couple on
denial involved as she the show. While they had
watched the overweight con- never met before, they eventu.ally developed a friendship
testants.
"I'm big, but not that big," and a partnership.
Aberle said.
Aberle enhanced her
. But after watching and see- theme of keeping positive
ing the contestants working influences
around
by
hard to shed pounds and real- informing the crowd that just
izing that some.of their height before going on the show she
and weight ratios were very broke up with her boyfriend of
close to her own, Aberle several years to remove his
negative attitude from her life.
became interested in trying.
After nearly making it on Now Aberle focuses on keepthe show two seasons in a row, ing people like Salazar and her
only to be rejected at the final trainer, Jillian Michaels, in her
stage, she almost gave up life.
"If people think you're
hope, even when they called
changing," Aberle said, "well,
her again for the fifth season.
Her cousin joined her at the maybe you are, but it needs to
tryouts for the couple-themed be for the better."
season and, once again, they
Salazar joined Aberle at the

podium to share his experiences as well. He does not
share the story often, but he
told the crowd about his own
personal loss of a loved one to
anorexia. The personal connection and loss to the disorder impacted his life.
Salazar said the loss made
him realize he was dealing
with his own stress similarly,
only to the opposite extreme.
Above all, he stressed to the
audience that anyone can
achieve their goals and they
are worth the effort.
'We all possess the power
to change," Salazar said
Members of Kappa Alpha
Theta were inspired by the
contestants' success and found
comfort in their message of
support. Some were fans of
the show already, and favored
the two.
Mandy Rucker, a senior
elementary education major,

felt that they related very well
to them.
"She reminded us first and
foremost to please yourself,"
Rucker said. "You're doing it
for yourself."
Pam Androff, a senior
mechanical
engineering
major, was a fan of the show
and the team.
"I watched the show and
Brittany and Bernie were my
favorite team," Androff said.
"Brittany was one of the most
inspirational characters on the
show."
Androff felt the most
important message Aberle
brought was to surround yourself with positive people.
According to Alicia Rose,
the Kappa Alpha Theta event
coordinator for the speech, the
sorority applied for a grant to .
bring in speakers. They decided on Aberle and Salazar for
their experience and celebrity

influence.
"I love the show, and Brittany was such a personal
inspiration," Rose said
Aberle spoke with about
the importance of getting out
and speaking to groups like
the UCF sororities.
"To me," Aberle said, "it's
that not only was I given the
opportunity to lose weight,
change my life and create
healthy friendships that will
last a life time, I'm able to
come here and share my story,
past, present and future, with
these girls."
Salazar agreed and joined
Aberle on the trip to Orlando
to help support her. Both said
t!_rroughout their speeches that
the support they gave each
other was the key to their success.
"It's one of those things
where you can't do things
alone," Salazar said.
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ent and innovation, and every
day I am so happy, and I just
thank God every day that I
live in this great country, and
I hope you do too."
After a few students gave
their personal accounts and
stories about what they
remember feeling after the
attacks, patriotic songs were
played, including "Living in
America" by James Brown
and "Proud to be an American," by Lee Gr~nwood
The Conservative Knights
helped the College Republicans organize the rally.
They also collaborated to
set up a memorial on the
south side of the Reflection
Pond near the library.
It was a collection of 2,977
miniature flags planted in the
ground - one for each person who died in the attacks.
The flags were purchased
through the Young America's
Foundation, a conservative
organization. .
"We've had lot of people
actually come up and thank
us for doing this," said Joshua
Johnson, vice chairman of the
College Republicans. ''We've
not had a single person ·come
up and say anything negative.
We had a few people come up
and ask us why the flags are
up here, so . we've had .to .
.explain that to them."
The flag memorial was
placed· in the same location
last year, and Johnson said the
event will be done again in
the future.
"We plan on doing this
every single year," Johnson
said
Joshua Parrish, a 22-yearold health sciences major,
also stood in the courtyard of
the Student Union, wearing a
large r.ed, white and.blue hat.
Parr:ish was giving out
information and DVDlj on the
idea that the investigations
into the Sept. ll attacks were
incomplete and .involved a
goyernmentconspiracy.
"I'm just trying to raise
awareness about a truth," Parrish said "There are lot of
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Amemorial of 2 977 flags planted into the ground was placed near the lawn of the
Reflection Ponlon Thursday. Members of College Republicans handed out infonnation.

At 8 p.m. Thursday, they
people who believe that there
was prior knowledge to 9/11, hosted a candlelight vigil in
that we in fact let it happen as front of the Reflection Pond
The College Republican<;
a false-flag terror attack to
gain the support of the Amer- also helped with preparations
ican people _to go to war with of the vigil, Jay Shannon said
Shannon is a member of
.Iraq and to go to war with the
the College Democrats.
Middle East."
"The idea behind the
Parrish said that he normally has to be the aggressor whole movement today on
when spreading the word, the Democrat side is
but he ·has had a few people 'Remember the fallen,' "
Shannon said "That's sort of
sign up to receive e-mails.
The e-mails are collec- . the unofficial theme of the
tions.of information sent out night."
Shannon said the vigil,
from Parrish's Hotmail
which happened at press
account.
Across the front area of time, will be quiet and peacethe Student Union, the Col- ful, with candles given out to
lege Democrats had a booth those that show up and a
set up as it normally does.
moment of silence.
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Redshirt freshman
goalkeeper Aline Reis
allowed 5 goals in the
season's opening game
but has allowed just 2
goals since then.
COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Women's ·soccer to face 2 ranked foes

IT KEPT GOING.AND GOING ...

Redshirt freshman goalkeeper Aline Reis
allowed two goals in UCF's most recent
· game.That snapped her scoreless streak of
366 minutes and 30 seconds.

WILLIAM PERRY
Staff Writer

After playing four of its first five
games on the road, the UCFWomen's
Soccer team will begin a three-game
homestand tonight as it will take on
Illinois State at 7 p.m.
The Knights (3-1-1) just finished up
a two-game swing in California,
where they beat Pacific and tied the
University of California-Davis.
Tonight, ~ey welcome the Illinois
State Redbirds, who are 3-3-0 and are
making their first ever trip to Flori4a.
After getting off to an electric 3-0.
start, the Redbirds have fizzled since
by losing their last three contests.
The Iledbirds are led by the steady
play of goalie Katie Grill-Donovan.
Grill-Donovan has made 25 saves
to go along with her 1.09 goals-against
average in five decisions (2-3-0). She
was named the Missouri Valley Conference Defensive Player of the Week
last week
·
However, the Knights have a fine
goalie of their own. Aline Reis has
been a staple on the team. Despite
being only a redshirt freshman, she
has settled in very nicely. She is 3-1-1
on the year with three shutouts and a
134 goals-against average.
Her GM is slightly skewed

NEWS TO NOTE

though, ~ecause after allowing five treat ·Illinois and the same way that
goals to Florida State, she has allowed we treat Kansl!$. With us developing
only two goals through the past four the consistency, we have the ability to
play with anybody.
games.
'We just need to develop the conFive games into their 2008 slate,
the Knights are past the beginning sistency where we bring our best
stage of the season. They've played game, every game. If that happens,
well thus far but will need to take the then our expectation is to have a
next step as they enter this tough chance to compete and have a chance
stretch of their schedule. After play- to win all three of those games." ·
The Knights have improved
ing Illinois State, UCF will host two
ranked teams, No. 18 Illinois on Sun- since losing their season opener,
day at noon, and No. 21 Kansas on and the coaches will look to fine
tune aspects that may.hold the team
Sept. 19 at 7 p.m.
The Fighting Illini won their first back. While the Knights haven't
four games of the season, but come to been scoring at will, they have been
Florida off a loss to the Tennessee doing just enough offensively to end
Volunteers. The Fighting Illini are up on top.
scheduled to play the University of
Hale said the team will need to
incorporate more of an attack and'
Florida tonight in Gainesville.
Kansas heads into today's score more goals to be successful
matchup with Missouri State with a down the str<rtch. The Knights have
perfect 4-0 record. The Jayhawks been outscored 7-5 this season.
"I think it's just kind of finding our
have outscored their opponents 11.:.3.
They will face the Knights in the rhythm," Hale said. "The offense is
fourth game of a seven-game road always the last thing that comes
· together. We have the pieces in place;
trip.
"The key for us is just bringing it it's just a matter of them getting comevery game," UCF. assistant coach fortable with each other.
Colby Hale said. "That means treating Illinois State the same way that we
PLEASE SEE OFFENSE ON A8

SCORING MACHINE '
Junior midfielder Becca Thomas has scored
three ofthe Knights'five goals so far this
season. She is the team leader in points and
shots on goal.
LEFT WANTING MORE
Despite Thomas' efforts, the Knights have
been outscored 7-5 this season. Their next
three opponents have outscored teams by
atotal of 25-14.

'We just need to
develop the
consistency
where we bring
our best game,
every game.'
-COLBY HALE
UCF WOMEN'SSOCCER ASSISTANT COACH

•

UCF sweeps W-ddcats, prep for FIU tourney
RYAN BASS

but Williams was the story of the
night as she recorded a careerhigh .769 hit percentage. That
It was a different atmosphere ranks fifth all-time for a single
at home for the UCF Volleyball match in school history.
':t\.s we get into the conference
team than last week, to say the
least. There were 303 fans in the season for us to be successful, we
Venue on Wednesday night as can't be so dependent on our outopposed to 1,568 who came out side hitters," UCF head coach
two weeks ago to see No. 2- Todd Dagenais said."- Both Lauranked Stanford. And Bethune- ren Williams and Jenny Heppert
had career-type nights. I thought
Cookman is no Stanford
The results were also a little we did a really nice job of finding
ways to getting them the ball and
more in UCFs favor.
Behind strong offense play making it successful"
UCF hit a season-high 376 for
from middle blockers Jenny Hep-.
pert and Lauren Williams, the the match and outkilled the WtldKnights (4-4 overall) defeated in- cats 46-2Z Outside hitter Erin
state foe Bethune-Cookman (1-8) Campbell notched a match-high
in three straight sets - 25-16, 25-13 13 kills, and setter Lauren Rosenand 25-9. Both Heppert and thal also played her best match of
Williams each racked up 10 kills, the young season, registering a
Staff Writer

season-high 35 assists. The
Knights improved to 15-0 all-time
against the •Wildcats and won
their first match of the season
that took less than five sets.
"Five-setters are important
because that shows mental
toughness and we are happy to
win those," Heppert said. "When
we win [three-set matches], that
means that we went out and executed, and that's what we wanted
to do today.''
The Knights executed well
throughout the entire match.
After UCF won the first two sets,
it looked as though BethuneCookman was determined to
extend .the match. The Wildcats
scored the first point of the third
PLEASE SEE

STRONG ON AB

LIANA COLE / CENTRAL flORIOA FlITURE

UCF senior Stephanie Serna tries to put away a kill during the Knights'·match against the
Bethune-{ookman Wildcats on Wednesday night. The Knights won the match in straight sets.

•
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Strong competition
ahead for Knights

Fall slate includes 5 tourneys

FROM A7

With tennis, it's all about the
spring season. That's when
conference and national championships are won and lost.
The spring schedule for the
UCF Men's Tennis team was
announced Thursday.
But in preparation· for the
spring, the Knights will compete in five fall tournaments,
beginning Sept. 19, including
their own UCF Invitational
UCFs fall slate begins Sept.
19 with the four-day Southern
Intercollegiates in Athens, Ga.
The following week, Sept. 26,
the Knights will head to Tampa
as the University of South
Florida will host the USF Invitational
The Knights are then
expected to participate in the
D'Novo All-American Championship from Oct. 3-6 in Tulsa.
Okla., before playing their final
fall contest away from home at
the CL Varner Memorial Invitational in Wmter Park
The Knights' fall season
ends at the UCF Tennis Complex with the three-day UCF
Invitational, which runs from

set to go up 1-0, but the Knights
were able to string offl3 unanswered points to take a 13-1 lead
off a Campbell kill It was their
second run ofl3 or more unanswered points in the match.
"We knew we wanted to
stay focused, and one of our
goals as a team was to string
points together," Heppert said.
"I think we really focused on
that and focused on getting
serving runs and not letting up
on our defense."
The Knights didn't let up on
either side of the net the rest of
the way as they forced the
Wildcats to hit .077 for the final
set.

All 16 players on the roster
for UCF saw game action
Wednesday. Erin Callahan,
Katie Riley and Sara Rex all
recorded their first collegiate
kills, while Katie Duggan
picked her first two career digs.
"Overall, I was very happy
with the level of execution,"
Dagenais said. "It is not very
often that you are able to get all
16 players into a match, and I
am pretty proud that we were
able to do that tonight."
The next eight matches of
the season are on the road for
the Knights, including the
Florida International Tournament down in Miami this
weekend. UCF will take on
FIU today, followed by matches versus Oral Roberts and
PPnnsylvania on Saturday.
. The host team, FIU, is 6-1
entering the tournament and is
coming off a 2007 season in
which it went 19-8 and won the
Sun Belt Conference.
The Golden Panthers have
one of the most dangerous outside hitters in the country in
Yarimar Rosa. She is the
school's all-time leader in kills
with 1,198. Dagenais is weary of

NEWS TO NOTE
THRILL FOR KILLS

Outside hitter Erin Campbell
notched 13 kills in Wednesday's
match versus Bethune-Cookman.
She has recorded 10 or more kills in
each ofthe past four matches.
NOBODY'S STREAKING
Wrth their win Wednesday, the

Knights continued their seasonlong string of following up a loss
with a victory.

IMMEDIATE IMPACT
Janine Williams, a sophomore
transfer from University of Florida,
leads the team with 117 kills.

the Golden Panthers' star.
"Their outside hitter, Rosa.
is as good as anybody that we
are going to see this year,"
Dagenais said. "That's ,going to
be a great challenge for us to·
figure out how we are going to
slow her down without letting
anyone else beat us."
Oral Roberts (5-2) brings a
wealth of experience into the
tournament, ~ving appeared
in the NCAA tournament last
season after posting ·a 26-9
record, ORU's best mark since
2002.
The Golden Eagles have
Posted 20-win seasons in three
of their last four campaigns.
Penn will also be a tough
test, but Dagenais said that the
entire weekend will be a test
for his team in a number of
areas.
"I think we get to see the
whole gamete of what we have
to. work on this weekend," he
said. 'We still continue with
the serve and the pass and now
we have to figure out how to
stop dominant players on other
teams. It's a great test for us."

BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDAF\JTlJRE

Claudio Romano had a stellar freshman spring season for the Knights. He was victorious
in 12 singles matches and defeated 3 ranked foes; UCF's fall season starts Sept.19.

Oct. 31-Nov. 2. LSU, Florida
Atlantic and Georgia Southern
are scheduled to compete in
the tourney. The Tigers ended
the spring season ranked No.18
in the nation.
UCF's meeting with the
Owls will give them a chance
to go against former assistant
coach Brandon Stokes. After
spending two years as an assistant coach with the Knights,
Stokes agreed to become
FAU's men's tennis coach on
June 4.
The Knights played very
well on their home court during the 2008 spring season.

They went 7-2 at the UCF Tennis Complex, including two
victories
against ranked
squads, and finished the season as winners in four of their
final five home matches.
The Knights went 12-9 in
2008, 2-3 in Conference USA,
and defeated three nationally
tanked teams. They won 12
matches for the second consecutive season and reached
the semifmals of the conference championship for the first
time since joining C-USA in
2005.
The Knights will have to
deal with the departure of four-

year player Sinan Sudas, but
they will be able to lean on a
couple of sophomores in Claudio Romano and Blaze
Schwartz.
Romano finished the spring
season tied for second on the
team with 12 singles victories.
As a freshman, Romano went
10-0 at the No. 5 spot, giving
him the most victories at that
spot in C-USA Romano also
won 11 doubles matches and
defeated three players who
were ranked in the top 60 in
the nation.
Schwartz had to work
through an injury after a productive fall season in 2007. But
once he returned in March,
Schwartz claimed victory in six
consecutive . singles matches
and finished the spring with a
9-2 overall mark in singles
action. ·
Also returning to the team
will be seniors Tarek Ben
Soltane and Brock Sakey.
They led the Knights in sin- _
gles victory with 14 and 13,
respectively. Ben' Soltane was
especially dominant in the
spring with a mark of 14-3 in
singles matches.

I
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Offense looks for more rhythm
FROM A7

"But overall, we would say
we're on target with our
development as a team."
·
UCF has been outshot in
every game but one and a few
of those were by a rather large
margin. Hale said the coaches
aren't as concerned about
being outshot as they are
about the players creating
chances for themselves.
"We're not as concerned
about being outshot, mainly
because a lot of the chances
that other teams are taking,

especially in California, were a goal against UC-Davis and
from 45 yards out," Hale said. then scored 2 or 3 minutes
'We're more concerned with later. The team's just not'real-'
us creating chances. Take out ly affected by adversity.
Florida State, we've only given
'We've been through some
this year. It's really just a testaup two goals in four games."
UCF's specialty so far has . ment to them and their mental
been late-game heroics. The toughness."
Knights liave scored a number
UCF will have to survive
of late goals in the last few the next stretch of games in
minutes of games, but only order · to keep its current
time will tell how long the unbeaten streak of four alive.
To do so, the Knights will
tear,n can survive that way.
Normally it's not something a need to create offensive
chances, continue steady their
team, can count on.
"I think it says a lot about defensive play and hope Reis
the team," Hale said. 'We gave keeps up her solid play in net

•

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Katie Jackson scored her first collegiate
goal Sunday in a match versus UC-Davis.
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JIMMY TO GO®
CATERING
BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge ol 25c per item (•t- 10c).

•

LIVE ACTION - PACKED
JAi-ALAi
ROURNS - JANUARY 1s1

•

(live Season Runs Januarv thru March)
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WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK

T his Ad Good
F or 1 Free P rogram
(Any P erforma n ce)

4647 S. CLYDE MORRIS BLVD.

927 BEVILLE RD.

2258 W. INTERHATIONIL SPEEDWAY BLVD.

11565 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

4000 CENTRAL FLORIOI BLVD.

College Students Always Free

386.304.0104

386.304.7740

386.253.2811

407.275.5911

407.882.2222

( With Valid I.D.)

PORT ORANGE

SOUTH DAYTONA

DAYTONA BEACH

ORLANDO

ORLANDO

''VOUR MOM WANT$ VOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOIIN'S!''<P)
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Ladies and gentlemen you are listening to the Night&ast; welcome
WHITNEY HAMRICK .
Variety Editor

The evening of Sept. 4 woke the N'ightBeast, a creature wearing broad rimed glasses and a cut off Dracula tuxedo shirt to show
of his tattoos. He stalked the stage at BackBooth, rhyming his bewildered prey into submission.
''Everyone cheer for me," N'ightBeast said while consulting his Paul Frank iPod cover to decide the next song.
Nick Testa. 26, has worked as a guitar tech for the past four years for such bands as Punchline, Metro Station, Brand New,
Say Anything and Hawthorne Heights. Testa features Hawthorne Heights on his latest album.
"That's what I usually do,'' Testa said ''I don't tour with my own inusic, this is my first tour. Hopefully, I can do more."
On tour with Hit the Lights, NightBeast performed "Inuit rm Into It," ''Love Panda Style," ''N'ightBoast'' and "Runaway;" offhis debut album. Inside Joke t;or Outside Folks, sold exclusively at Hot Topic and released on Thriving Records.
"Most of the time when I write lyrics, rll write a little bit and then I'll let it sit for a while, and then rll write more later on," Testa
said "I hardly ever write one song all the way through. It's usually stuff rve thought up over years or weeks or whatever, however
long it takes for me to write a song."
·
The album is a compilation of the inner workings ofTesta's brain and sense of humor.
"I wrote some songs, like goofy, a few years ago just for'fun and it's like a fun alter ego for me because I'm pretty shy in person,"
Testa said "I don't talk a whole lot and when I get on stage it's like a whole different thing, I curse a lot, cuss people out and I wouldn't do that in real life. It makes for a better stage presence than meek beared dude:"
Testa ended the night with his favorite song to perform: a cover of''Kiss the Girl" from The Little Mennaid, switching to a death
metal deep throat guttural at one point.
"This song's not by me, it's by a crab named Sebastian," Testa said
Testa has always been an individual in the weird sense of the term, laughing to himself about random thoughts that pop into
his head at least two or three times an hour, some of which he later turns into lyrics, he said
"It's just kind of how my brain works:' Testa said 'Tip. not a serious dude and rm not incredibly
Nick Testa, aka
smart so I write about stuff I know about. Except for Eskimos, I really don't know any
NightBeast,
Eskimos but I thought it was funny to talk about Eskimos because they really don't
poses as a dassic
get any play. I just write about stuff I like, and it kind of works."
thinker in front
The following inspired the line, "What's more fowl than a chicken and three
BackBooth after
hisset.
ducks? Acid Reflux, acid reflux," for a song called "Reflux Capacitor."
_
"I love water fowl, this is really weird," Testa said "I really like ducks. Ever
since I was a little kid, I've always liked ducks, and I also have terrible heart
burn, terrible acid reflux all the time. I like word play and stuff like that so
it just kind of worked. I was shoveling snow in a really bad snowstorm in
Ohio, so rm shoveling snow and that line came to me, and I thought it was
really funny, so I wrote it down.''
· Testa became the N'ightBeast one night spending his time at a bar he
used to go to in Dayton, Ohio, where he lives. The set scheduled for the
night's entertainment proved so awful that the drunk Testa found himself
compelled to jump on tables, yell and throw things at the band
The bouncer arrived to escort him out stating something along the lines
f "ah, night beast, I don't know what you are, get out of here." There after
Testa became the N'ightBeast. ''I heard that name and I thought it was hilarious," Testa said "I didn't really r~ember it, but my friends told me about
it later!'
His tattoos, as well as·his lyrics, help to define his personality.
Tattoos of illustrations from Maurice Sendak's children's books
· adorn his ann. The most familiar, from 'Where th.e Wild Things
. . ...._ Are,· were highlighted on his shoulder in the changing accent
lights on stage.
i'i1!iiiilla._....._
On his left arm is a shark tattoo with braces and a deepsea diver with a toothbrush next to a manatee. Another
tattoo etched on his right ankle is of himself as a
child with coke-bottle glasses and script reading,
"The story of my life," spilled ice cream and an
empty cone in hand Ever since he got the tattoo, Testa
says his luck has changed for the better.
"fve been writing a bunch of music, but I haven't written the lyrics yet:' Testa said referring to his next installment
as N'ightBeast. "On the road, it's real simple to write music on
. long drives. I just put my headphones on and start writing
music. It's weird it's really weird the music that's coming up
now. I don't know if people are going to like it, but I like it,
so who knows?''
For more information, go to
· http://www.myspace.com/thenightbeast.

· Vegans artd meat eaters alike can erijoy Ethos
JONATHAN HOHENSEE
Staff Writer

In front of Lake Ivanhoe in
downtown Orlando is Ethos
Vegan Kitchen, a new restaurant that offers a wide range of
hearty meat-free dishes like
Sheep's Pie (a meat-free Shepherd's Pie), A Fungus Among
Us ( Grilled portobello mushrooms) and pecan-encrusted
eggplant.
''I try to come as often as I
can. I try to come once a week;'
Ethos customer Veronica Santiago said "The.people are awesome, they are honest;. It's like a
big community here."
Veganism is a type of vegetarianism in which none of the
food products come from animal sources. That eHminates
foods such as honey, cheese and
eggs.
In 2008, Orlando Weekly

CAlnlN BUSH / CENTRAL FWRIDA FUTURE

Ethos says it is Central Florida's only fully vegan restaurant.The objective of Ethos is to provide
a variety offresh and delicious vegan food at a reasonable price that anyone can enjoy.

chose Ethos as the newspaper's
pick for the best vegan/vegetarian venue in Orlando, and the
newspaper's readers voted the
restaurant the No. 1 Orlando
vegan venue and their No. 3 pick

of the best breakfast in Orlando.
After three years ofplanning,
husband and wife owners Kelly
and Laina Shockley opened
Ethos in 2007 on the day after
Christmas.

'Tve been a vegan for about
seven years now, something like
that:' Kelly Shockley said ''.And
I always wanted to open up a
restaurant, and I owned a vegan
hot dog stand downtown for a
while, so I saw that there was a
demand for this type of cuisine,
so~ decided to open this up.''
Kelly said he adapted to the
diet for moral, ethical, environmental and health reasons.
He stresses that people who
come to their restaurant do not
have to be vegan 01: vegetarian
to enjoy dining there.
''I don't necessarily think that
people should eat vegan food,"
Shock1ey said ''I don't try to tell
anybody to do anything. We're
just trying to offer an option to
people."
The restaurant keeps true to
its name by operating under
what the Shockleys feel to be
ethical business practices. In

addition to serving vegan food,
the restaurant also uses primarily organic foods, uses only
sweatshop-free clothing for the
store's uniforms and is a member of the city of Orlando's
Green Business Program. They
also provide a worker-friendly
environment by paying their
employees a living wage as
opposed to minimum wage and
providing a safe, comfortable
and equitable workplace for the
workers.
"It's a really good atmosphere," said Jeff McNulty,
Ethos's prep cook. ''Everyone
gets along really well, we are
treated well We all care about
the place, so we all work together very well."
Ethos Vegan Kitchen is located at 1235 N ~ Ave., Suite
101 They are open Monday
through Saturday from 11 a.m. to
lOp.m.
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Open·mic night as a hip-hop-art form
The open mic also open up
Coffee are a perfect spot for people starting out.
opportunities for local hip-hop
"Places like this are a start- artists to be featured during the
The lyrical flow of freestyle ing-off point to build your craft sessions.On Monday, the hipverse is open to' everyone during at what you do as an artist," hop duo Not Them, consisting
Austin's Coffee and Film's hip- Pausal said "Going to an open of J.C. Aviles, aka Gentleman J
hop open mic on Monday mic is a great way to experiment and Nelson Stowe, aka The Dirt
nights.
to see how the audience reacts Merchant, performed a few of
The Wmter Park open ·mic and to see how good the next their songs in front of a packed
session started about · four person is compared to you."
coffee-shoJ? crowd Not Them
months ago and was conceived
Readinger also pointed out said open mic sessions were a
as an op~rtunity to promote a that the competitive nature of pivotal
"life
experience"
much-loved art form in the local the hip-hop world can create moment in their career.
Not Them said they don't fit
community,
said
Jacob some confusion for new artists.
Readinger, aka Shlyface, one of
"The hip-hop world is a very the stereotypical image of a hipthe creators of the session.
competitive art form in general," hop group. This unorthodox
"We wanted to create an Readinger said. "A lot of it is image sparked the origin oftheir
environment that was nurturing geared toward competition, so it name.
for people who have never innately creates factions among
''When we go up on stage, we
freestyled before," Readinger the community, so a new person don't fit the exact mold of hipsaid ''They could come in and doesn't know who or where-to hop or rap ... so when we get up
have people clap for them and goto."
on stage they think. 'Not them,
not just tell them they're terrible
The hip-hop sessions at they don't do hip-hop.' " Stowe
at freestyling, even though they Austin's Coffee openly welcome said
have never done it before."
newcomers to the microphone.
For individuals and groups
Readinger, along with Danny
Matt Fugina, aka Fugi, a like Not Them, an open mic sesBerliner, aka Self-Conscious, Titusville resident who has been sion is a perfect spot to display
hosts the Monday night session rapping for about a year, enjoys their ~ents, Pausal said
in front of a crowd of hip-hop the friendly atmosphere of
"rve met some people who
fans and coffee drinkers. When Austin's Coffee.
need a little work. but of those
there are no takers for the open
"Compared to the other open who I remember I get their con· microphone, Readinger and mies I have been to, this one is a tact information and if I'm putBerliner freestyle against the more welcoming environment," ting an' eve~t together, rn give
background of mixed beats Fugina said. "People don't talk a them a call,", Pausal said
coming from a laptop. Each lot of smack to each other, and
Pausal often brings together
takes turns freestyling verses, it's more about the fun and different groups from the local
often playing off each other's laughter."
hip-hop scene, from MCs to DJs
lyrics as ifit were a freestyle batThe environment becomes to graffiti writers.
tle but with no casualties.
an outlet for people who rap
But the underground hipScott Pausal aka Rubox, a about unusual things or for the hop scene is a culture often
local beat boxer and event pro- people who like to produce .overshadowed by the spotlight
IllOter, said places like Austin's. quirky stuff; Readinger said
of mainstream pip-hop, where

SHAUN BEVAN
Staff Writer

the music takes second
place to fame. These open
mic sessions are a way to
change that mentality,
Berliner said
"Hip-hop is something
you live," Berliner said. ·
"The hip-hop scene and the
music scene should be one
of the same. I still think a lot
of people who are traditionally focused on hip-hop
don't see how independent
artists can do [what we do]
and call it hip-hop. They
think it's a travesty to have
anything like this.
"For these guys to just
keep doing the same things
as the guys before them,
they're promoting this

Courtesy Focus Features

BURN AFTER READING(R)
When acomputer disc containing material for
the 0A analyst's memoirs accidentally falls
into the hands of Linda and Chad, the duo are
intent on exploiting their find. As Ted frets,
"No good can come ofthis;' events spiral out
of everyone's and anyone's control, in a
cascading series of darkly hilarious
encounters.
Directed by: Joel Coen, Ethan Coen
Starring: George Clooney, John Malkovich,

Frances McDormand, Brad Pitt, TIida Swinton ·

(R) 12:101:10 2:403:505:10 7:15 8:00 9-5510:30

12:30am

Proud American
(PG) 12:40 5:05 7:4510:20

Righteous Kill
(R) 12:151:202:504:405:25 7:25 8:1510:1511:00
12:45am

Tyler Perry's The Family That Preys
(PG-13) 12:00 1:00 2:55 4:00 7:00 8:05 J0:05 10:55
12:50am

TheWomen
(PG-13) 1:154:30 7:2010:0012:40am
ADAM TRAUTENBERG / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF radio/television freshman Brittni Hernandez admires works at the gallery.

.
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Bangkok Dangerous
(R) 12:05 2:457:4010:351:00am

Surfer, Dude
(R) 12:20 2:50 5:157:3510:1012:35am

Venue open to
young artists·
.

every month there. is
something different," said
Laura Clark, Jon Shehan's
For more than a year sister who works at the
inside of a small, blue real- same· office. "I think that,
estate building in down from a lot of the feedback
town Orlando, the best that I get back, that it's
and brightest of the Orlan- what people like about it. ·
do art scene has been That it's all local artists
shown off at The Gallery and that it changes out
at Metro to both apprecia- every month."
tors of art and condo seekCurrently being exhibers alike.
ited at Metro is the work of
. "Our goal is to help pro- Reflections, an art group
mote local artists in the from South Florida that
community,'' said Jon She- features impressionistic
han, the man who first cre- paintings of beachfront
ated the gallery. "My dedi- landscapes.
cation was to give some
Past themes to be feayoung artists in the city a tured ,at the gallery
nice place to show. They includes a dance theme, a
don't have a lot ofplaces to children's show and art
show."
from the Queer Artists
Shehan's gallery is just. Collective.
a part of what he describes
In October 2007, the
as being his "hy.hrid" busi- gallery held a "Mini Art
ness that is part real estate Contest" where the Metro
offices, part art gallery and Art Gallery sent out 50
mortgage offices.
blank tiny canvases to
"The idea was pretty local artists, who attemptsimple. My idea was when ed to make art using the 3
· I started selling . condos inches by 3 inches frame.
downtown at Metro City
For this October, the
was that when I showed gallery plans to go the
some of these nice condos . opposite route and sent
there would be these out extremely large blank
white walls, just barren canvases for the artists to
and blank," Shehan said. paint on.
"So I came up with the
On average, the gallery ·
concept to start a true showcases between 50-70
gallery.
pieces of art from 25-30
,Before that, there artists at one time.
haven't been any galleries
"Since I have been
in Orlando, so to speak of." doing it, I have seen the
Shehan also stressed amount of artists [in
that anyone can observe Orlando) just grow and
the art at the Gallery at grow and grow, this seems
Metro for free.
to be a Mecca for artists,"
"We get walk-ins all of said Brad Biggs, the
the time ... it's not just for gallery's curator of The
local businesses or condo Metro.
seekers. It's for whoever
"This is· a great job
wants to come in," Shehan working as ~ art promotsaid. ''We have sbme peo- er because, since it is still
ple drive over from all growing, there is a lot of
over town."
· new ground you can actuEvery third Thursday of ally open up versus some
the month, a "Third established cities where
Thursday Art Walk" it's been so opened up that
reception is held at the nothing is new.''
Metro offices.
The next scheduled
New art for the month group-show will showcas~
is revealed along with the works of the Orlando
servings of wine and Camera Club.
cheese with a chance to
The Gallery at Metro is
socialize and network with located on 323 E Church
other art appreciators in St. in and is open Mondays
the Central Florida scene.
through Fridays from 9
"I love it, I .love that a.m. to5p.m.
Staff Writer
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Bum After Reading

JONATHAN HOHENSEE

IJI Tl{_EJlTEllS SE.PT~ntBEff..12Tll?

stereotype of what hip-hop
is and what a rapper should
say or do. It's just not accurate. I think it has to do with
keeping hip-hop and music
synonymous with each
other instead ofmaking hip--hop a degenerate form of
music."
For the people who got
up on the stage that Mon, day night, it was more about
the blending of cultures
than the stereotype. For
Fugina, it was about the
message.
"If I had a positive message, then I would work at it
and try to reach people and
make a difference," Fugina
said

:Jlorib "1tun

Babylon A.O.
(PG-13) 3:35 7:10 9:40 12:25am
Open Captioned & Desoiptive Audio Showtimes

11:55am
(

. Disaster Movie '
(PG-13) 12:25 3:55 7:059:3512:00am ·

Mamrna Mia! Sing-Along E<frtion
(PG-13) 4:50 10:50

Traitor
(PG-13) 12:303:406:309:3012:20am

DeathRace
(R) 1:05 4:257:5010:45

The House Bunny
(PG-13) 12:50 4:10 6:50 9:2511:50

Ry Me to the Moon 3-D
(G) Digital 30 Showtimes
12:45 4:35

Minors
(R) 7:55 10:40

StarWars: The aone Wars
(PG) 12:55 4:15

TropicThunder
(R) 12:35 4:20 7:30 10:25 12:55am

Pineapple Express
(R) 6:40 9:20 12:05am

The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor
(PG-13) 1:25 8:10

The Dark Knight .
(PG-13) 11 :SOam 3:05 6:35 9:45

-listingsforfriday,Sept 12

ONLIN.ECOVERAGE~
Cultural Pop by Kris Kelly
Play Rock Band 2 and register to vote
through your Xbox 360 as the
Watchmen's release becomes a trial.

1')

Tooth and Hydrosonic
by Brittni Johnson
Members of two Orlando based
bands seek success and fortune

Divas blow into town
by Mary Cristobal·

l}

Twisted Sisters karaoke at.Parliament
House poke fun at hurricanes.
~

Static clothing store
by Rachel Wilson
Winter park gift store caters to
eclectic tastes of goth, punk styles.

For these stories go to

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

HIGH FIVES
For the week ending Sept. 4

TELEVISION
1. America's Got Talent NBC.
2. Deal Or No Deal (Monday), NBC.
3. America's Got Talent (Wednesday), NBC.
4. Two And aHalfMen, CBS.
5. 60 Minutes, CBS.

1j

FILM
1. Tropic Thunder, Paramount.
2. Babylon A.O., Fox.
3. The Dark Knight Warner Bros.
4. The House Bunny, Sony.
5. Traitor, Overture Films.

,

HOT FIVE
1. ''Whatever You Like;'T.I. Grand
Hustle/Atlantic.
2. "Disturbia;' Rihanna.5RP/ Def Jam/
IDJMG.
3. "Forever;' Chris Brown. Jive/Zomba.
4. "I Kissed AGirl;' Katy Perry Capitol.
5. "Dangerous;'Kardinal Offishall featuring
Akon. Konlive/Geffen/lnterscope.

')

,

ALBUMS
1.uAlf Hope is Gone;'Slipknot. Roadrunner.
2."L.AX;'The Game. Geffen/lGA.
3. "Rock n Roll Jesus;' Kid Rock. Top
Dog/Atlantic/AG.
4."A Little Bit Longer,'Jonas Brothers.
Hollywood.
5."Mam ma Mia!;'Soundtrack. Decca.

CONCERTTOURS
1. Kenny Chesney.
2. Coldplay.
3. Neil Diamond.
4. The Police.
5. Dave Matthews Band

?
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

.,

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.conv'classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,

Online, phone, fax,
in person:

VISA, MC, AMID(, Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

..

PAYMENT METHODS

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES

BMl

~

100
125
150
17S
200
22S
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Tane
HelpWantl!d:fuD-Tane

Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments

Roommates
SUblease
ForSale:Homes

C
C
C
8
8
8
A
A
B

325 For Sale: Automotift
350 For Sale: General
37S ForSale: Pets

8
A

A
8

400 Semces
SOO Announmments
600 Travel'
700 Worship

A
B
8

800 Miscellaneous
!IOO Wanted

8
8

SALES REP NEEDED!
Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com

PIT Job - Gold Medal Adventure Zone
Wanted energetic & reliable, good
w/ kids +, mostly daytime some Sat.
In Oviedo call Jamie 407-376-1288
Looking for Female Nanny for 3
children ages 9, 11 & 13. Mon-Fri 3pm7pm. Transportation Req. $10 per/h.
Cal( John for Interview, 321-689-5364.

Distribution Drivers Wantedl
Monday, Wednesday, Friday:
Morning routes 5:30am - 7:30am
Morning routes 10:30am - 12:30pm
Personal vehicle required, truck or
SUV preferred. Base pay .+ mileage.
Earn $10+ per hr. E-mail:
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com

NOW AVAILABLE! 2008 POST
OFFICE JOBS. $18-$20/HR. NO
EXPERIENCE, PAID TRAINING, FED
BENEFITS, VACATIONS·. CALL (800)910-9941 TODAY! REF #FL08.
.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GP.*- 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

AIRLINES ARE HIRING - Train for
high paying Aviation Maintenance
Career. FAA approved program.
Financial aid if qualified - Job
placement assistance. CALL Aviation
Institute of Maintenance
(888)349-5387.
MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Pickup/SUV a + but not
required for deliveries & valid drivers
Jicense/proof of insurance.
Call 407-701-1245

Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-$13/hr. PT days and evenings,
flex hrs. Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296

\a\\W\\nutelraveLco,n
•
is looking for afreelan~e writer f
to develop website content to
cover travel destinations.

125
Models Needea
for Nexxus hair show. Over $200 worth
of cut and color services rendered and
$60 worth of product provided. Monday
September 15th. For more info contact
Chloe at cnricketson@gmail.com or
call 904-333-4122

..,

9
OPEN!
U.S.Community Publishing, a division
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking
digital sales specialists with strong
sales skills to be responsible for the sales of digital based advertising
solutions in a self-di,rected environment
in Brevard County (Melbourne), FL.
Great opportunity including guaranteed
base of 36K and generous bonus
opportunity. Relocation is not offered
for these positions.
The digital salj;!S positions will have a
revenue target that builds each month
and offers a percentage of what is
generated. Primary responsibilities will
be to focus on prospecting new
customers by making in-person calls to
local businesses and selling online
advertising packages. Must be
comfortable in sales presentations and
setting pricing and contractual
arrangements. The successful
candidate will also be expected to grow
revenue of existing accounts by
integrating digital media solutions into
the client's advertising mix. Candidate
will be expected to-research and
understand advertising and digital
media industry trends to best assist
clients in achieving their adve·r tising
objectives.
Requirements
· Sales experience and high achievers
in selling Internet advertising and/or in
the media industry are most desired.
· Strong creative conceptualization
capabilities and interpersonal and
organizational skills.
Demonstrated strong project
management experience.
Proven ability to manage multiple
projects in a dynamic environment.
· Ability to work well with metrics,
numbers and trends.
Strong oral, writing and editing skills
with high attention to detail.
Qualified candidates .should send
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com.
Equal 9pportunity Employer.
Selling Something? With our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds

1

AVON - Easy salE!SI Everyone loves
AVON! Just $10 to startl Email

ina young girl's life?
BECOME AMENTOR AND HELP SHAPE THE
MINDS OF OUR FUTURE LEADERS WITH
THE GET REAL MENTORING PROGRAM!

ehume127@gmail.com for more
information.
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to Join.
Cilek on Surveys.

Fur 11wu• Jnlumwtlu11 (011lort (eel! Swtr at G11/Scout, of (1tru1Co11nr1/

407.896 #lS at 11321trn<ult •rtlno <11 ur,1

1:Tlffl FOR RENT:

1W:., Homes

3/2 in Oviedo Alafaya Woods
Subdivision. Private yard on culdesac.
$1150. Avail Sept. 1st
Call Carol 407-342-9493
Townhouse For Rent in Cambridge
Circle. 2 Bd/2.5 Ba, all appliances
. included. 1/2 mi. from UCF, W/D. Avail
Now. $800/mo. Call 407-575-4388 or
407-310-6583
3/1 10-15 min to UCF. $1200/ mo.
Dogs Welcome. Fenced in 1/4 acre.
yard. contact 407-470-4199 or
·
REMY003@hotmail.com

Located Near Campus
--407-679-2700 - -

"TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx. 1 mile from JJCF campus
2bd/2ba w/loft, washer/dryer, patio.
Available Now
Hurry, wont lastl!I $675/mo.
Call 954-648-6644

www.workforstudents.com

Donate Plasma!
Som~times a Band-Aid is not enough

___.,J"J0L..---1I

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse, clean.
$550/mo. Near UCF (407)620-3303 or
305-613-2200

Room for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/0, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. Avail. immediately!
M/F. Call 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354
1 Roommate Needed for 2 bdrm,
private bath house. $300/mo. Utilities
Incl. Fully furnished. WI private deck &
comm. pool. Call Jodie 407-731-3766

ROOM AVAILABE NOW!!!
3/2 home off Rouse & 50. $500/mo
inc. utl. Must be pet friendly, clean,
and responsible. Contact Luisa: 954864-6271 or lkapanama86@hotmall.com
Roommates wanted, 3Br/2bth house
close to UCF! 2 rooms avail. shared
bath. $450/mo plus share utilities.
Clean and quiet a must! 772-532-9227
1 Rm Avail in 4 /4 house. Private Bath,
Close to LiCF in Oviedo. Nice
Community. Prefer Female. $500/mo.
includes util. Call Mike 407-461-2999
Furnished room , private bath/entrance.
All util. incl. $550/mo. plµs security
deposit. No Smoking or drinking.Female preferred. Call 407-733-2125

Female wanted for 2/1. $450/mo Util.
included. Furnished rdom , nice quite
female roommate. Contact Brittany
954-294-5831
Northgate Lakes 3/2 re-lease. $540 &
util. W/D & private bathroom. 2 quiet
female roommates. Move in ASAP.
Contact Stephanie at 954-665-7332·

ft.

f

.

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

FURNISHED Waterford Lakes ROOM
in home available. All UTILITIES incl. $475 Clean and neat people email
cbfw@psualum.com or .
call 40:7-,1306.8005

$495/mo. utilities inc. 3 male
rocmmates
Move in ASAP Call 305-439-6980

/

.

l/- j ~

Duplex CLOSE to UCF $495 incl. util.
Wireless lnternet/CableTV/Shuttle
Transp./Furnished kitchen & living
room/Washer & Dryer. Avail. ASAP
Call Mike (813} 454-7986

UCF affiliated Apt Pegasus Pointe
Sublease 4/2 W/D, furnished,1300 sq

) Earn upto~
) $180/mo. t\
~ . ·r-- .
.

Pegasus Landing 4/4 Apt
available. Third floor apt. $515/month
util, valet trash, int, cable, water incl.
Male apt. Contact CJ (727)457-9110

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321.-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and recei\e an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
\ "' .dc1plasma l:Om

9

3

6

2

4
4

7
2

4

2 ·-3..·--- ·

1 or 2 Female Roommates N/S
Available ASAP. $475 includes utilities.
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

TOMA KE AYDiFFERENCE

--........

5 3
5

Furnished 1BR/1 BA for Rent in Oviedo
near Pine Ave and SR 426. Spacious
apt with cathedral ceilings, covered
carport. Upstairs loft perfect for .'
computer room. W/0 included.
Contact Kellyn 407-716-8649

11111..t
SJ.9
$J3

suldolku

6 1

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

~,

$J3
$9

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
· • Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

100

«
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First issue:
Each addl issue:

1 ··- 5
·--·--" - ···-·· -·---·--
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Friday puzzle:
Hard level
Monday puzzle:
Easy level

7 6
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Kick off
6 Word with South
and Seven
10 Chew on
14 O'Toole or Lorre
15 Work for
16 Add liquor to
17 Battery terminal
18 Valued very
highly
20 Ballerinas
22 Saltpeter
23 Box up
24_Alto,CA
25 Pulverized lava
28 Put your foot
down
29 Blood class.
syst.
31 Paclfy
33 High point
35 Smoking gun,
e.g.
36 Italian cheese
city
40 Hog housing
41 Everglades bird
42 Checkups
43 Used the VCR
45 Basic beliefs
47 Acquire
48 Way off-color
52 Tack on
53
-maiesty
55 Black Sea area
57 For all lo see
59 Pass a secret
60 Instantaneous
63 Reek
64 Stable
youngster
65 Ronerrto the
core
66 Spooky
67 Go up and down
68 E-mailed
69 Look of
coptempt
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DOWN •
Black suit
Apartment
dweller
Posthaste
Baggage porter
Forest units
Jazz sessions
Corncob

@ 2008 Tribu,,. Media S.VJcea, tnc.

8/12/DI

All righfa 1'8UfYad.

8 Gladiatorial
location
9 Slowpokes
1 O Sticking stuff
11 Storyteller
12 Card in the hole
13 Become united·
19 Bent over
21 Back part
24 Letter fee
26 MacNelly strip
27 Try out for
weight
30 Top of the line
32 Nonprofit URL
ending
33 Made a chess
maneuver
34 Classification
36 Anti-fur org.
J7 Fired
38 Every which
way
39 Mrs. from
Montmartre
44 Carve in stone
46 Episodic TV
show

s.
-- Dri sr,Jrs. --;1
0

ROA DIPEEPSIBASS
UGL I
SCR I P
ETCH
FLEA
I CIER
DEAR
F E E L
E N RA p T U R E
•E T 0 'iii• S T R I P E 0
S T UDE N T
P E A R S
C A R•MER I T
A .R
NEW
SNOW
B A SI I N
C URED•TAI
SMEARING
•SEE
I p S 0
R E 0 p E N
A C co R 0 1 0 N• H 0 LE 0
K I L 0
COTSIULNA
K L E E
R O U T
I R I S
S E T S
E S S E
E A S E

••

Last issue solved

48 Pay attention •
49 _ State
Building
50 Hot dog
51 Closer to
black
54 Barrel strip

56 Ascends
58 Bill killer
59 Mark left by a
whip
60 Emotionless
61 Cattle call
62 Man of Oz

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

300
2/2 House for Sale 1 mile from UCF!
Off of Coral Reef Drive near Alafaya
Trail. Tile throughout, W/0, Central
Heat and Air, Large Fenced in back
· yard, No HOA fees. Call (727)5441088 for more info.
Selling Something? With our.85%
success rate,. it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds

Pregnant? Confused? We can helpl
We can provide financial
assistance. Lie adoption agency ,license number: Al-0808-5268-02.
Call us 24/7 at (305)763-2249
Surf the Web Secretly Access
restricted websites like Myspace,
Facebook and others from work,
home, libraries etc. Removes ALL
traces of your activity from the
computer. No one can see what
web sites you are visiting www.surfthewebsecretly.com FREE
DOWNLOAD

WE BUY DAMAGED CARS. Highest
prices paid, 1998 to 2009 models,
Immediate payment, free towing.
DamagedCars.com or (877)877-7911.
La Creperla Cafe; Serving French
Sweet Savory CREPES; Pointe
Orlando, 9101 International Drive;
www.lacreperiacafe.com

ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from
Home. *Medical, *Business,
*Paralegal, •computers •criminal
Justice. Job placement assistance.
Computer provided. Financial Aid if
qualified. Call (866)858-2121
www.onlineTidewaterTech.com.

J
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By opening and/or using these products from Bank of America, you will be providing valuable financial support to University of Central Florida Alumni Association. •campusEd@• Checking is free of a monthly maintenance fee for five years While you are a student Student status will be validated upon account opening.
After the first five years, your GampusEdge Checking accqunt will be automatically upW"3ded toMyAccess Checking~The monthly maintenance fee of $5.95 "for MyAccess Checking will be waived as long as you have a monthly direct deposit Fees for overdrafts and other account-related fees still apply. • *You must open both a
new personal checking account and a new Regular Savings account (referred to as "Linked Rate Marj<et Savings· in ID and WA) at the same time, sign up for our Keep the Change service, and use your check card to make a purchase within 90 days of account opening. This offer dQeS not apply to current Bank of America customers or existing accounts. We may change or terminate this offer at al)Y time. Tue montnly maintenance fee (referred to as ·monthly service charge· in CA) waiver on your Regular Savings account begins after your first Keep the Change transfer from ){lur.new personal checking account to your new Regular Savings account Excess
transaction fees on Regular Savings still apply. See our Personal Schedule of Fees for information about these accounts and our Keep the Change service. Keep the Change, Patent Pending. Bank of America, N.,'\. Member FDIC. © 2008 Bank of America Corporation.
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You and nine guests will enjoy a
VIP PARTY tent with
complimentary food and beverages.
Plus, TICKETS to see the big game on

(,

11/08, UCF vs. Southern Miss.
Enter online at

' www.uefathletics.com/ce11:tex
...

Or, visit a Centex community and get
FREE tickets for touring our models!
Hurry, quantities 'and time are limited!

10/04 vs. SMU
Visit Emerson Park, Legacy Park or Chase Groves for
your chance at one of 20 tickets, at each location!

Yisit us online for d1;'iving directions to the community.

Centex.com/Orlando

•
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